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THE APP WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO PLAY BASS BY
PROVIDING YOU WITH SOUND SAMPLES AND USEFUL
VISUAL GUIDES
Although the bass guitar is not in the spotlight at concerts, it is responsible for the whole song, and you can not do without it when it
comes to acoustic music. In addition, it also requires the same amount of practice and dedication as any other type of guitar, so
learning yourself is quite di cult.
Learn bass chords
BassChordsLite is a software tool that allows you to quickly master the bass guitar by providing you with visual guides and sound
samples so you can see how to play different notes and chords. So you can learn how to keep your hands on the instrument and which
strings to yank to extract the necessary notes.
In addition, the app also displays buttons for each note you can play on the guitar, as well as a note sheet on which you can view their
order and location. Next to each note there is an image on which you can see how to keep your ngers on the strings so that you can
use the knowledge you gained by playing a real instrument.
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Make changes to the music sheet and save it as your favorites
In addition, if you want to start writing music, the app also allows you to create music sheets and tablatures and play them at any time.
In this way, you can create full- edged batches from scratch using the buttons provided and the transponing feature introduced to the
utility.
When your tablature is complete, you can keep it on your favorites list and play it whenever you want by selecting it from the list.
Unfortunately, you can’t export an audio le to your computer, so you need to use the app every time you want to listen to it.
You can nd out more about the program HERE (https://neonway.org/120basschords/).
Simple and intuitive teacher
With its intuitive and easy-to-use interface, BassChordsLite is a handy app that provides the opportunity to learn how to play bass,
because it has a full set of audio samples and visual guides for every chord.
Watch the video on YouTube!
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